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TROSOFT GmbH
Secured Electronic Documents

TROSOFT GmbH, a specialist for secure electronic documents located in
Austria, uses TEC-IT know-how for its security product TRODAT SEAL.

Electronic Documents

Areas of Application

Electronic documents such as contracts or offers must
be absolutely forgery-proof, if they are sent by email.
TRODAT SEAL from TROSOFT guarantees this
security.

Anything that had previously required print-out and
stamping, can be endorsed with a seal directly on a PC
and then be emailed or printed out – including a time
stamp. Digital seal logos are typeset within seconds.

With TRODAT SEAL, a forgery-proof seal can be
integrated into a document simply by clicking the
standard printer symbol from any application (e.g.
®
Microsoft Word).

The recipient of the document can confirm its
authenticity using the check link on the seal without any
required additional software.

TEC-IT Know How
This is where TEC-IT (www.tec-it.com) know-how
comes into play.
TRODAT SEAL performs like a normal printer - but
TEC-IT enables the data to be processed further in
order to create the seal. Now, nothing can stand in the
way from preparing simple PDFs, with an embedded
digital signature to protect against unauthorized and
subsequent changes.

With the additional software Trodat Digital Pen and a
high-sophisticated signature tablet the handwritten
signature becomes digital and secures the originals in
the most intuitive form.
TRODAT SEAL complies also with legal requirements
of the advanced electronic signature.
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TEC-IT Datenverarbeitung GmbH, based in Steyr (Austria/Europe) is
the technology leader in standardized barcode software.
Beside standard products TEC-IT develops custom software, mostly
in the area of bar-coding and identification.
Check out www.tec-it.com for more information regarding TEC-IT
products and services.
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